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Print this page on 24 lb. paper.
The second page of fins is printed on 110 lb. paper.

The BT-20 main tube is 12.25” long.
Cut out the wraps and spray the backs with spray adhesive.
It’s easier to cut the long wrap to two pieces at the cut line. 

Draw a pencil guideline down the entire length of the tube.
Start with the “silver” wrap (below) lining up the top of the 

wrap with the top edge of the body tube.
Lay the wrap edge down the pencil line and around the tube. 

Next, wrap the long yellow skin, against the top “silver” wrap.
Follow with the final third wrap. Trim off any extra BT-20

Glue the fins on the lines at the bottom of the third wrap.
The launch lug goes beside one fin root.

This “silver” wrap 
goes to the top of the 
12.25” long BT-20.  

These fin reinforcement plates are cut 
out and folded down the dotted lines. 
There are extras!

Glue the fins to the lines on the body, 
above the lower “metal” band.

The reinforcement plate fold is centered 
and glued into the root edge of the fins.
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CUT CUT

Glue this wrap 
around a 1.25” X 1/8” 
Launch Lug

Estes Kit # K-58
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Downscale Size - 14 1/4” tall X .736” diameter 

Print this page on 110 lb. cardstock. These fins are three ply. 
110 lb. cardstock - cereal box cardboard - 110 lb. cardstock.

Cut out the fins, outside the colored areas. Fold down the dashed line. 
This fold is the rounded root edge. Glue the folded fin over cereal box cardboard. 
Set in a heavy book for pressing and drying.

Cut out the fins using the line on the left (smaller side) through all three layers.
The right side of the fin is a little larger to insure full color coverage on the other side. 
The BNC-20AM nose cone is available from www.Semroc.com

Recommended 13mm Engines: ½ A3-2t, A3-4t     
Recommended 18mm engines: A6-4, A8-5, If you want to lose it: B6-6, C6-7

with a 5/20 engine mount
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